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I have to speak in English; I’ll try to speak clearly and slowly.
I’m a media practitioner; I actually do media. I’m not a theorist. And each week I have a one hour program that is broadcast in the United States, in Canada and in Australia, and in other countries on community radio stations, public radio stations that are free from commercials. And in particular, I’d like to encourage the young brasileiros in the audience and people from other countries in Latin America and from around the world, to think about creating your own media, about doing, doing, about doing the media yourself. Because while it´s important to have a critique and understanding of how the corporate controlled media work, until and unless we develop our own alternatives, we will not be able to advance a movement for social justice and progress in the world. So it’s absolutely crucial that media projects be at the centre of any movement for social change.

And it’s not very difficult to do. One of the things, I think, of propaganda is to try and convince people that the issues are very complicated, technology is very sophisticated, you cannot possibly do these things, you have to leave it to the expert of the corporations. I don’t think that’s the case at all. Not to praise myself or to boast in anyway, but I have no training in broadcasting, in production, in engineering or any of the things that I’m doing actually today, but I’m entirely self-taught. This is not a difficult thing to master; you can do it and people are doing it all over North America and South America and Europe. And I think that’s one of the very positive things that’s happening now in this time of war. Because nothing is more important, I think, than the role of independent media in a time of war, in order to get information. Information is central to any organisation structures, and more and more groups in the United States and elsewhere are developing their own independent media. For example I’m very glad to see that some comrades are here from Free Speech TV, in Boulder (Colorado), and they are, will be broadcasting it in the United States and elsewhere.

There are more and more independent initiatives to create new media, via the Internet, or TV, or cable access, or radio, which is my particular field. Radio is very economical, is very efficient. And particularly for developing countries such as India, radio is universal. People have radios in villages. They don’t have computers, they don’t have Internet access, but they do have radios, and radio is an unique instrument, particularly for conveying information and ideas; and it’s very powerful and it’s very intimate, and it’s also quite inexpensive.

When I began my project, Alternative Radio, I thought it would be very expensive to distribute via satellite. But I found out that it was only one hundred US dollars, about three hundred reals, to rent one hour of satellite time to distribute a program and that’s how I am able every week to do this program. And my project is completely independent and is supported by listeners who hear the program and then order compact discs or cassettes or transcripts. So, I am free from corporate control; I’m free from any kind of government influence, so every week I am able to feature or jumble? [4’50’’]  some of the people that would be at this conference, like Noam Chomsky, Arundhati Roy, of India; one sister is here Umpurvashi Dei [4’55’’], who I have featured a couple of times Hanane Ashrawi of Palestine; Vandana Shiva of India, Pendershu Roy of Pakistan, Ahmal Ahmed of Pakistan; different voices from different countries, who speak for one hour without any interruption. 

And so, this project in particular, is able to reach hundreds of thousands of listeners in the United States, in Canada and in Australia. And the Internet now, today, gives us more of an impetus, more opportunity, more aperture, if you will, to reach more people, because we are now able to distribute audio files to different individuals, to community radio stations. For example, I am in touch with Radio Populare in Milano, that Anna mentioned and other community groups. In Nepal there is community radio; I just came back from India and I was very excited to meet a group of media activists. They’re young people, you know, who are fed up, they are disgusted with the corporate control of media also in India, and they are doing their own media now, it’s called Saray. 

So, there’s, there’s a lot of, there’s a lot of ferment, there’s a lot of movement in the area of media. Of course you all know about the corporate control and concentration and monopolisation that is going on. And I think brother Armand was very eloquent and articulating of what is happening in that area of corporate control and concentration. But at the same time, there is a parallel media being developed that we need to breathe life into, we need, in Sanskrit they say prannah. It’s to give breath to, in order to encourage it, to allow it to not only exist but to flourish, and wherever you can create independent media you are giving oxygen to democracy because information is the oxygen of democracy and if we do not get enough oxygen in our lungs, then we are gasping for breath, we cannot breathe, we cannot flourish as individuals, we cannot flourish as communities, we cannot flourish as a planet. So, information, the control of information is very well understood by the dominant hegemony. 

They seek to manufacture consent, they seek to mobilise opinion, they seek to turn you, citizens, into mere consumers. That is, that is the target of a lot of the corporate controlled media: to reduce you to thinking about: “Should I buy this from Banana Republic or should I buy it from the GAP? Should I go to this magasin or should I go to this store?” Etc. We need to break ourselves free from that kind of corporate manipulation.  

Now, I have to talk about Iraq and I have to talk about propaganda and war, because the United States is about to embark on a major military escalation and adventure in Iraq. And I want to emphasize “major” because United States has been at war with Iraq continually since January 16, 1991. It’s along with his UK luckies [8’38’’], continually bomb Iraq, they have created something called “no-fly zones”. I mean, this is an extraordinary invention of US imperial ideology. I mean, could you imagine a no-fly zone? For example, right now in Davos, Switzerland, there is a no-fly zone over the World Economic Forum; any plane, any helicopter flying over Davos would be shot down by the Swiss. And the US and the United Kingdom have created a no-fly zone in Northern and Southern Iraq. What if in Rio Grande do Sul you could not fly plane tee[9’24’’]? They will be shot down by the United States. I mean, and the media has not questioned this; it accepts it as a fait accompli:  “Well, it’s a fact!”.
[Applause]
And so, these, these, these terms endure the political discourse, the media discourse as if it had some legitimacy. It is absolutely illegitimate; it has no standing in International Law and in the Geneva Convention, the United Nations Charter. This is, this is just a flagrant violation and projection of US imperial power. 

Now, no-one in this poll can possibly believe that the United States wants regime change in Iraq because they care about the Iraqi people, or the Arabs, or human rights. This is not about a war to create a world safe for democracy; it’s a war to create a world safe for hypocrisy, and for the domination of oil.

Now, these issues are largely occluded, omitted from the corporate controlled media. Oh, some, you some, there are sometimes some discussion about “well yes, Iraq happens to have oil”, yes, they happen to have oil. They have the second largest reserves of any country in the world. And the first actually announced objective of the United States military in Iraq is to seize the oil fields; it is not to capture Sadam Hussein, it is not to bring so-called war criminals to international tribunals in The Hague. So, what we’re all witnessing today is just a massive propaganda campaign that would make Joseph Goebbels blush. He would be in “Oh!” of what is going on today because the instruments of propaganda… You’ll remember: What did the Germans have? They had a few newspapers and the radio, that’s it. But the US has at its disposal the corporate control of the media in which to project its ideological goals and, of course, to manufacture consent and to mobilise public opinion to support a war. 

Now, I’m happy to report to you that last week, just last week in the United States –and I came a few days ago-, hundreds and hundreds of thousands of Americans came out in the street against Nao a Guerra, against the war, against any imperial expansion. That was very encouraging and while we have a lot of corporate control of the media, there is also a lot of independent media in the United States. 

You know all these countries are very complex: France, India, Brazil, your country and, so, there are many different streams, there are many different currents of energy and, so, even in the United States; you mustn’t have the idea that it is simply monolithic. You know, that The New York Times and Time Magazine and Newsweek, they control everything. Yes, they are very powerful, they have an enormous impact, but we also have other institutions, and these institutions are developing, they’re getting stronger. For example, the United States have the most sophisticated community radio network in the world, as far as I know. It has many cable access TV stations that are growing and expanding.

People want information: when Noam Chomsky speaks anywhere in the US, he draws thousands and thousands of people. It’s an enormous spectacle, it’s an event.

One minute to finish. Ok, I’ll finish very quickly.
It’s very easy to get discouraged and to feel negative and to feel pessimistic. And, of course, that outcome, that psychological condition is exactly what the media want to produce. “You know, it’s very, you know, don’t bother with this. Give it to the important people in Davos. You know, you just go shopping”. That is what you are supposed to do: go to mag and shop. But I think it’s so critical now to develop our independent voices and to project them; and that’s why a meeting like this is so important, because we exchange not only ideas, but we exchange information: compact discs, videos, articles from newspapers, magazines… We become part of the global independent media movement.

There is a great Tibetan Lama, whom I met in Boulder (Colorado), and he came there and he said: “There are two kinds of energy, OK? One is the setting sun energy, you know, when the sun goes down and everything is getting dark, and the other is the rising sun energy”. I think we, in the independent, progressive media community, we need to align ourselves with the rising sun energy. 
Obrigado. Merci.

